
NEWS RELEASE 

German Precision Optics Launches New SPECTRA™ 6X Riflescopes 

RICHMOND, Va. (March 2, 2021) — German Precision Optics (GPO) announces six new 

riflescopes to its line of premium optics. Designed for today’s discriminating hunter, the new 

SPECTRA™ 6X riflescope lineup offers precise, reliable and top-of-the-line performance to 

meet the demands of any situation hunters may find themselves in. A 30mm main tube, 

proprietary GPObright™ high-transmission lens coating technology, iControl™ illumination 

technology, PASSIONdrop™ hydrophobic exterior lens coatings and a double HD glass 

objective lens are just some of the features you will find in these models. Models in the 6X 

line include the SPECTRA™ 1-6x24i, 1,5-9x32i, 1,5-9x44i, 2-12x44i, 2-12x50i, and 3-18x56i. 

Both the SPECTRA 1-6x24i and 1,5-9x32i riflescopes are compact and lightweight, with 

magnification from 1x to 9x between to 2 models, which allows for quick shooting on fast-

moving targets at close range, and a choice between 24mm and 32mm objective lens 

diameter. The GPO G4i reticle enhances the ability to make fast and accurate shot 

placements. The SPECTRA 1,5-9x44i also offers a wide magnification range for a scope of 

its size, but has a 44mm objective lens for enhanced light gathering, and the GPO G4i Drop 

reticle for precise long-range shot placements. 

For medium- and long-range hunting, both the SPECTRA™ 2-12x44i and 2-12x50i feature 

magnification from 2x to 12x and either the BRWi ballistic reticle or the G4i, with your choice 

of either a 44mm or 50mm objective lens for enhanced light transmission. For the ultimate in 

light transmission and low-light accuracy, the SPECTRA 3-18x56i features magnification from 

3x to 18x, a massive 56mm objective lens, and the exclusive GPO BRi reticle, which gives 

you a fully illuminated ballistic reticle with illuminated holdover markers, for the ultimate in 

long-range precision in low light. 

Exclusive to GPO, the proprietary iCONTROL™ illumination system can be adjusted between 

barely visible for low-light conditions or extremely bright for daylight usage. The system 

automatically powers down the illumination when the electronic module has been stationary 

for more than three hours and alerts the user when the battery has 15 percent power 

remaining.  

With the introduction of the Spectra riflescope lines, GPO has modernized the hunting turret 

systems for the shooting enthusiast who wants both a ballistic turret for easy dialing but also 

protection from the elements of outdoor field use with a capped ballistic turret.  With a low-

profile knob that has easy-to-read dial numbers, the aluminum cap fits snugly over the top.  



This system has clockwise rotating cm click turrets with solid knurled knobs easy to grab in 

any hunting environment.  A blank turret is provided in every box for customization.  

The new SPECTRA 6x line of riflescopes are crafted from a solid, one-piece dust-proof, 

waterproof, nitrogen-filled body that offers constant point-of-impact and the ultimate in 

strength and durability. All SPECTRA™ 6X riflescopes come with an instruction manual, 

cleaning cloth, bikini scope cover, CR2032 battery, and throw lever. All GPO products 

purchased in the USA include the GPO, USA’s Spectacular Lifetime Warranty™. Full details 

on this industry-changing warranty can be found at www.gpo-usa.com. Currently available at 

retailers nationwide and at www.gpo-usa.com, MSRPs are: 1-6x24i, $799.99; 1.5-9x32i 

$899.99; 1.5-9x44i $899.99; 2-12x44i $899.99; 2-12x50i $949.99; 3-18x56i, $1099.99 

About GPO USA 

German Precision Optics was founded on the premise that design, engineering and quality 

management is 100 percent controlled in Germany to its strictest standards, yet products can 

be produced at some of the largest production facilities around the world. This unique 

corporate structure allows GPO to offer the highest quality products with better features at a 

significantly better price. The company is 100-percent confident that all of its products will not 

only function perfectly but will exceed all expectations. Therefore, GPO, USA has created an 

industry-leading Spectacular Lifetime Warranty™. With outstanding professional service, 

GPO USA will take care of its products before, during, and after the purchase at no charge—

EVER. Founded in 2016, GPO has its US headquarters in Richmond, VA. For more 

information on GPO US visit www.gpo-usa.com or call 844-MY BINOS (844-692-4667.) 
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GPO RIFLESCOPE TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Optical parameter Description Value

Item #

Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max Min Max

Suggest Selling Price $799.99 $899.99

G4i Drop BRWi G4i BRiG4i G4i

$899.99 $899.99 $949.99 $1,099.99

Reticle Options

G4i = German #4 illuminated

G4i Drop = G4i and ballistic drop

BR = Ballistic retcle

BRi = Illuminated ballistic reticle

BRWi - Illuminated ballistic/wind reticle

Capped 

Passion Trac  

New Turret

Capped 

Passion Trac  

New Turret

Capped 

Passion Trac  

New Turret

Capped 

Passion Trac  

New Turret

Capped 

Passion Trac  

New Turret

Capped 

Passion Trac  

New Turret

Turrets Type

575 575 593 830459 496Weight Without covers grams

20.28 20.28 20.92 29.2716.9 19.5Weight Without covers ounces

67.5 67.5 67.5 8567.5 67.5Width Without covers mm

2.66 2.66 2.66 3.342.66 2.66Width Without covers inches

47.9 47.9 47.9 5447.9 47.9Height Without covers mm

1.88 1.88 1.88 2.11.88 1.88Height Without covers inches

90.00% 90.00% 90.00% 90.00%90.00% 90.00%Transmission Daylight ISO 14490-5:2005

100m 100m 100m
10y to 

infiniti
100m 100mParallax compensation Parallax free at x distance

400 400 400 250400 400Windage range total 100m cm

144 144 144 90144 144Windage range total 100y inches

400 400 400 250400 400Elevation range total 100m cm

144 144 144 90144 144Elevation range total 100y inches

CW CW CW CWCW CW
Turret rotation for 

elevation

CCW - Counterclockwide up

CW - Clockwise up
direction

1 1 1 11 1Travel value per click 1 Click = x / 100m cm

.36" .36" .36" .36".36" .36"Travel value per click 1 Click = x / 100y inches

F2 F2 F2 F2F2 F2Focal plane
F2 - non-magnifying reticle

F1 - magnifying reticle

97 97 97 9597 97Eye Relief From the last optical surface mm

4 4 4 3.744 4Eye Relief From the last optical surface inches

4.2 9.5 3.13.5 9.5 4.9 9.5 3.6 9.59.5 4 9.5Exit pupil diameter
Measurement of the pupilary ocular 

beam
mm

44 50 5624 32 44Objective diameter Effective diameter mm

11.1 1.928 4.6 21 3.5 21 3.542 7 28 4.6Field of View (FOV) Size of overall image m/100m

614 65 11 64 11 34128 22 86 14 86Field of View (FOV) Size of overall image ft/100y

2x 12x 2x 12x 3x 18x1x 6x 1.5x 9x 1.5x 9xMagnification

RS610 RS620 RS630 RS640 RS650 RS660

2-12x44i 2-12x50i 3-18x56i1-6x24i 1.5-9x32i 1.5-9x44i

SPECTRA 6X SPECTRA 6X SPECTRA 6X SPECTRA 6X SPECTRA 6X SPECTRA 6X


